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DREAMS
DON’T WORK

UNLESS 
YOU DO !!
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XINMIS dedicates effort into great details. We believe in order to achieve greatness, attention to even the 
smallest detail should not be forsaken. 

This is an element that many had taken granted for. Believing kitchen is the heart of home, origin of health & 
happiness, we focus on the design, material used, technology, functionality & harmany to fulfill the users’ need. 
These qualities differentiate ourselves from other who are also experts in aluminium product. 

We are inspired to provide an all rounded service focusing on aluminium kitchen cabinet. Our services range 
from consultation, designing, production and installation.

WITH GREAT DETAILS
COME GREATNESS
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XINMIS PRODUCT
FEATURE

EXTREMELY STRAIGHT LINE SURFACE

EXTREMELY EASY-TO-CLEAN SURFACE

PREVENTING DAMAGE TO A SURFACE BY RUBBERING THE SHELVING

ADJUSTABLE SHELVING

LIGHT WEIGHT

DURABILITY

LOAD CAPABILITY 120KG
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“Night Sky” is a design that features 

the calmness of midnight.  

 

The midnight blue color on the 

cabinetries represents the night 

sky, the contrasting bright colors  

represents the shining star lights, 

while the charcoal black aluminium 

bridges the connection between two. 

 

The form and direction circulate in 

the way to provide easy movement 

for users. Result in convenience,  

cleanliness and simplicity.

XINMISconcept

NIGHT SKY
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Black stripes and white panels, XINMIS give you a 

design that is Minimalist at its best.

A lot of people have the false perception that 

minimalism represents ‘restrictions’. 

However the deeper concepts that minimalism 

wants to brings forth is the idea of freedom. 

Freedom from fear, freedom from away, freedom 

from overwhelm.

XINMISconcept 

MINIMALISM
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It is best when we find coziness in our own space.  

XINMISconcept “COZY” gives the user the feeling of 

home to relax, loosen up the muscle and letting go  

of the worries after coming back from a stressful working day. 

 

Aluminium on cabinetries create solidity and coolness, 

while the use of wood brings out softness and  

warmth, creating a balance feeling of space to the user.

XINMISconcept

COZY
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XINMIS concept
WALK-IN
WARDROBE

CONTEMPORARY

FLEXIBLE

STYLISH

Unlike tranditional closet, the 
internal layout of XINMIS walk-in 
wardrobe can be easily modified 
and adjusted to suit your ever 
changing needs. In addition, we 
are using aluminium and glass as 
the main materials, which are very 
remarkable for their resistance to 
corrosion and high durability.
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XINMIS concept
WALK-IN WARDROBE
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STANDARD SERIES
Timeless as the time peice, STANDARD is the basic of all series. The elegance of the basic colours represent a simple ageless taste 
of persistent. Enhancing both the forms and appearance.

DOOR PANEL
COLOUR RANGE

XINMIS’s glassed cabinet doors are specially designed to transform your kitchen, 
making them as the eye catching points, yet funtional at the same time. Available 
in 3 splendid series: STANDARD, REFLECTION and PREMIUM for you to choose from, 
they are sure to impress you, your family and friends.

REFLECTION SERIES
Is not only about colour, they bring brightness to the cavity by reflecting lights into the room. Making the room brighter, making 
the user feel more energetic and refresh. Coming with only 2 colours of direct opposite for user to choose from: The REFLECTIVE 
SUN & REFLECTIVE MOON, it gives a touch of glamour to the kitchen space.

PERMIUM SERIES
Featured colours that are specially formulated. Unique colours such as TITANIUM GREY, PYRAMID SAND, MIDNIGNT BLUE 
and more, brings out the same feeling of the environment as their name sounds like. Appreciate the true colours from your 
surrounding by choosing PRENIUM glass cabinet doors.
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WE PROVIDE 
WARRANTY

10 YEARS LIMITED CABINET CARCASE WARRENTY
Any manufacturing defect found on XINMIS kitchen cabinet carcase during the 
warranty period can be replaced under terms and conditions.

3 YEARS LIMITED DOOR PANEL WARRENTY
Any manufacturing defect found on XINMIS cabinet doors during the warranty 
period can be replaced under terms and conditions.

10 YEARS LIMITED OKITE WORKTOP WARRENTY
Any manufacturing defect found on OKITE worktop surface during the warranty 
period can be replaced under terms and conditions.

LIFETIME LIMITED HAFELE ACCESSORY WARRENTY
Any manufacturing defect found on HAFELE accessory during the warranty period 
can be replaced under terms and conditions.
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Our founder, Mr. LEE WEE HENG, has more than 13 years of experience in the aluminium industry, and 10 years of experience 

working with branded Malaysian company as a production manager. 

He is a specialist in creating unique module design for aluminium carcass. Principle in Quality Throughout the business, Mr. LEE 

helped to develop unique quality guidelines and rigorous implementation of materials and products testing in the laboratory. 

Besides that, he requires all of XINMIS materials to be monitored during production. For example, the humidity of the storage room, 

24 hours of immersion and conditional testing of materials were carried out in order to build up high durability in our products.   

Why XINMIS? 

Our founder, Mr. LEE uses his experience in the business to produce unique and useful products. By focusing to avoid wastage 

of aluminium and maintaining the product durability, we never stop improving on the carcass module. In short, we focus on 

product value, functionality and integrity in our business.

(XINMIS has been awarded the ASIA HONESTY ENTERPRICE SDN BHD IN 2016 & ASIA HONESTY PRODUCT AWARD certificate 

no:2016109 & 2016041)

ABOUT XINMIS
FOUNDER
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SELANGOR BRANCH
C-01-08, SUNWAY NEXIS
No.1, JALAN PJU 5/1, KOTA DAMANSARA 47810,
PETALING JAYA, SELANGOR.

MELAKA BRANCH
No.126, JALAN RAHMAT 1,
TAMAN MALIM JAYA 75250, MELAKA.

www.xinmis.com.my       sales@xinmis.com.my       +6012-756 0067


